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Milacron’s CIMCOOL® Fluid Technology introduces a line of MILPRO® Process Oils
(CINCINNATI, OH – May XX, 2017) – Milacron Holdings Corp. (NYSE: MCRN), a leading industrial
technology company serving the plastics processing and metalworking industries, announces that
its CIMCOOL® brand, a leader in industrial fluid technologies, releases a new series of MILPRO®
Process oils, formulated for slide-way, hydraulic, and gear oil applications.
Bruce Koehler, Sr. Product Manager, CIMCOOL Fluid Technology states “Our customers see value in
partnering with vendors who can supply both the machining and grinding fluids and the process
oils used in the machine tools. Through its CIMCOOL product line, Milacron has this capability and
can offer a comprehensive portfolio of premium machining and lubricating fluids. This “one stop
shop” product offering coincides well with the new simplified product nomenclature adopted for
the oils. For example, MILPRO WAY 32 is a slide-way lubricant developed to meet ISO 32 standards.”
MILPRO WAY Oils: MILPRO WAY 32, MILPRO WAY 68, MILPRO SURE WAY 68, MILPRO WAY 220
MILPRO WAY Oils are clear colored lubricating oils designed to reduce friction and “stick-slip” on
machine tool slide-ways. They provide a uniform oil film that insures smooth table motion even after
extended shutdowns. MILPRO WAY Lubricants are fortified with extreme pressure and tackiness
additives to reduce metal-to-metal wear. These way oils provide trouble-free lubrication on all plain
bearing slide-ways regardless of table load or way speed.
MILPRO SURE-WAY 68 has been developed with increased demulsibility characteristics, allowing the
way lubricant to separate more efficiently from the metalworking fluid, therefore extending the life
of metalworking fluids.
MILPRO HYDRAULIC Oils: MILPRO HY 32, MILPRO HY 46, MILPRO HY 68
These products are premium grade hydraulic oils designed to transmit power, provide lubrication,
and protect gear systems. MILPRO hydraulic oils are formulated to pass Milacron specifications and
industry guidelines for hydraulic oil applications.
MILPRO GEAR Oils; MILPRO GEAR 150, MILPRO GEAR 220, MILPRO GEAR 320, MILPRO GEAR 460
MILPRO GEAR oils are high quality oils that provide lubrication, cooling and protect geared systems
from oxidation. They are commonly used in differential gears and standard transmission
applications in a variety of industrial machinery. MILPRO GEAR oils offer extreme temperature and
pressure protection in order to prevent wear, pitting, spalling, scoring, scuffing and other types of
damage that result in equipment failure and downtime.
These fluids have been successfully tested for compatibility with metalworking fluids.
All machine lubricants should be used in accordance with good machine maintenance and
changed at regular intervals as required by machine tool builders.

Milacron continues to push the boundaries of possibilities in plastics and fluid technologies with
breakthrough products from leading brands including Milacron, Mold-Masters, DME, Ferromatik,
Uniloy and CIMCOOL.
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About Milacron
Milacron is a global leader in the manufacture, distribution and service of highly engineered and
customized systems within the plastic technology and processing industry. Milacron is the only
global company with a full-line product portfolio that includes hot runner systems, injection
molding, blow molding and extrusion equipment plus a wide market range of advanced fluid
technologies. Visit the new Milacron at www.milacron.com
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